Backbone cluster identification in proteins by a graph theoretical method.
A graph theoretical algorithm has been developed to identify backbone clusters of residues in proteins. The identified clusters show protein sites with the highest degree of interactions. An adjacency matrix is constructed from the non-bonded connectivity information in proteins. The diagonalization of such a matrix yields eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which contain the information on clusters. In graph theory, distinct clusters can be obtained from the second lowest eigenvector components of the matrix. However, in an interconnected graph, all the points appear as one single cluster. We have developed a method of identifying highly interacting centers (clusters) in proteins by truncating the vector components of high eigenvalues. This paper presents in detail the method adopted for identifying backbone clusters and the application of the algorithm to families of proteins like RNase-A and globin. The objective of this study was to show the efficiency of the algorithm as well as to detect conserved or similar backbone packing regions in a particular protein family. Three clusters in topologically similar regions in the case of the RNase-A family and three clusters around the porphyrin ring in the globin family were observed. The predicted clusters are consistent with the features of the family of proteins such as the topology and packing density. The method can be applied to problems such as identification of domains and recognition of structural similarities in proteins.